Abstract. A classical conjecture predicts how often a polynomial in Z½T takes prime values. The natural analogous conjecture for prime values of a polynomial f ðTÞ A k½u½T, where k is a finite field, is false. The conjecture over k½u was modified in earlier work by introducing a correction factor that encodes unexpected periodicity of the Mö bius function at the values of f on k½u when f A k½u½T p , where p is the characteristic of k.
Introduction
This paper establishes a higher-genus generalization of theorems proved for the a‰ne line in [2] . To motivate what we will do here, which otherwise may seem idiosyncratic, we begin by reviewing the main conclusions in [2] and two interesting applications.
There is a classical conjecture predicting how often an irreducible polynomial in Z½T takes prime values. (One has to assume there are no local obstructions, unlike T 2 À T þ 2, which is irreducible but only has even values on Z, thus having a local obstruction at 2.) The well-known analogies between Z and k½u for a finite field k lead to a natural conjecture for how often an irreducible polynomial in k½u½T takes prime values on k½u. For example, if we work with T 3 þ u over F 3 ½u, we ask how often g 3 þ u is irreducible as g runs over F 3 ½u. We will sample over all g of a common degree n and see what happens as the degree gets large. Analogies with the classical setting over Z suggest that Kfg A F 3 ½u : deg g ¼ n; g 3 þ u is prime in F 3 ½ug @ 2 Á 3 nÀ1 n ð1:1Þ as n ! y. In particular, the number of prime specializations in degree n is predicted to grow exponentially with n. However, this is false in a rather surprising way. When n 1 0 mod 4 and n > 0, it can be proved that g 3 þ u has an even number of irreducible factors when g has degree n and thus g 3 þ u is not irreducible (so the count on the left side of (1.1) is 0). When n 1 2 mod 4, the count on the left side of (1.1) appears numerically to be approximately twice as large as the right side. On the other hand, when n is odd (1.1) looks correct numerically. (See [1] , Table 2 , for data when 9 e n e 16.) Thus it seems that we can correct (1.1) by including a periodic sequence of correction factors 1, 2, 1, 0 on the right side according as n 1 1; 2; 3; 0 mod 4.
There are more f ðTÞ A k½u½T such that the number of g A k½u with deg g ¼ n and f ðgÞ prime in k½u does not appear to fit an asymptotic estimate resembling (1.1) that is suggested by analogies with Z. All such known f ðTÞ lie in k½u½T p , where p is the characteristic of k. (Incidentally, this avoids the case deg T f ¼ 1 for which the expected frequency of prime values of f ðgÞ is the proved k½u-analogue of Dirichlet's theorem.) Numerically, it appears that the asymptotic prediction can always be fixed by introducing a correction factor which is a function of n mod 4, as we saw above for T 3 þ u over F 3 ½u.
Of course, basing a correction factor on numerical evidence is hardly satisfying. The main discovery in [2] , which is joint work with R. Gross, is that there is a systematic and heuristically reasonable way to predict these new correction factors in advance, in terms of the following feature of the Mö bius function on k½u. (The Mö bius function on k½u is defined by mðhÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ r when h is squarefree in k½u with r monic irreducible factors and mðhÞ ¼ 0 otherwise.) Theorem 1.1 ([2], Thm. 4.8). Let k be a finite field of odd characteristic p, and fix f ðTÞ A k½u½T p that has positive T-degree and is squarefree in k½u½T. The function g 7 ! m À f ðgÞ Á for g A k½u is ''quasi-periodic'' in the sense that there is a nonzero polynomial M f ; k A k½u such that, for any g 1 ¼ c 1 u n 1 þ Á Á Á and g 2 ¼ c 2 u n 2 þ Á Á Á in k½u with su‰ciently large degrees n 1 and n 2 ,
where w is the quadratic character on k Â .
This theorem, which has no known parallel for the Mö bius function on values of a polynomial in Z½T, has its most interesting applications for irreducible f ðTÞ. However, for the proof of the theorem it is convenient to work in the generality of squarefree f ðTÞ. In characteristic 2, similar periodicity results are described in [2] in terms of more intricate methods resting on 2-adic liftings.
A consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that the ratio P which appears at first to be a complicated function of n, is in fact periodic in n g 0 with period dividing 4. We found that for irreducible f ðTÞ that is inseparable over kðuÞ, using 1 minus the periodic values as a correction factor numerically appears to fix deviations between primality counts on f ðgÞ for deg g ¼ n and asymptotic predictions for these counts (as n ! y) such as on the right side of (1.1). For example, when f ðTÞ ¼ T 3 þ u and k ¼ F 3 , the ratio (1.2) has periodic values 0, À1, 0, 1 for n f 1, so 1 minus this sequence is 1, 2, 1, 0 for n f 1, which matches the numerical data mentioned above. See [1] and [2] , §6, for a further discussion of the correction factor (1.2), including its properties as f and k vary.
There are two additional reasons that Mö bius periodicity in our Theorem 1.1 is an interesting phenomenon:
(1) The e¤ect of nonzero Mö bius averages in characteristic p is reminiscent of the parity problem in sieve methods. It implies that, unlike the classical case over Z, the parity problem in the function field case is not simply a problem of technique in prime-counting questions but is a real phenomenon in prime-counting itself, as we saw with g 3 þ u over F 3 ½u when deg g 1 0 mod 4.
(2) In [4] , which is joint work with H. Helfgott, we used Mö bius periodicity to find a non-isotrivial elliptic curve E over kðuÞðTÞ, for any finite k of odd characteristic, such that rank À E À kðuÞðTÞ ÁÁ < rank À E t À kðuÞ ÁÁ for all t A kðuÞ if we grant the parity conjecture for ranks of elliptic curves over kðuÞ. This is interesting because, by other work of Helfgott, any elliptic curve over QðTÞ with rank less than the rank of all but finitely many of its smooth specializations over Q must be isotrivial if certain widely believed conjectures in analytic number theory are true; such isotrivial examples over QðTÞ have been highlighted elsewhere, e.g., in [8] .
Since the unexpected behavior of m À f ðgÞ Á in characteristic p is related to two basic themes in number theory (counting prime values of polynomials and Mordell-Weil ranks for an elliptic curve), it is natural to go beyond the case of k½u and study the Mö bius function on values of a polynomial over the coordinate ring of a higher-genus smooth a‰ne curve instead of k½u. The starting point for this paper was the following question: does the periodicity in Theorem 1.1 carry over when k½u is replaced with a higher-genus coordinate ring? Since the proofs in [2] for the case of k½u made essential use of properties of k½u that do not hold in higher genus (such as the absence of Weierstrass gaps at y), answering this question is not merely an exercise in adapting the earlier proofs to a more general setting. Our a‰rmative answer to this motivating question is given in Theorem 1.3, after which we describe some of its applications.
Let us now formulate our setup more precisely. When counting prime values of a polynomial on the ring of integers of a number field, the simplest case to consider is when there is just one archimedean place (Q or an imaginary quadratic field). Counting prime values in such cases has been checked numerically and gives a good fit with standard predictions, even when the class number exceeds 1. In the higher-genus function field case we shall likewise restrict our attention to cases with one (geometric) point at infinity. To this end, let k be a perfect field with characteristic p > 0, let A be the coordinate ring of a smooth geometrically connected a‰ne curve C over k such that C has exactly one geometric point x at infinity (so x is k-rational), and let K ¼ kðCÞ be the fraction field of A. For example, C could be the a‰ne part of an elliptic curve over k given by a Weierstrass equation. For a A A À f0g, define the degree of a to be degðaÞ :¼ Àord x ðaÞ f 0: ð1:3Þ This is the analogue of the degree on k½u.
For finite k and f A A½T p , we want to prove an analogue of Theorem 1.1. Define m : A ! f0; 1; À1g by mðaÞ ¼ 0 if the ideal aA is divisible by the square of a prime ideal (this holds if a ¼ 0) and mðaÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ
KSpecðA=aAÞ otherwise. For later purposes, it is also convenient to make another definition:
If A ¼ k½u then this definition recovers the usual notion of total degree for a 2-variable polynomial. (This is the reason for the notation, with u considered to be a parameter along C.) For emphasis (and to avoid confusion), we shall sometimes write deg T f rather than deg f to denote the usual T-degree of a nonzero f A A½T.
The main goal of the present paper is to develop the higher-genus theory of Mö bius periodicity in odd characteristic. Since the theory in genus 0 in [2] only required f to be squarefree rather than irreducible, we will work with f ðTÞ A A½T p that is squarefree in K½T (not necessarily irreducible). We will require p 3 2 and leave the much more di‰cult case of characteristic 2 to [3] .
To formulate our main result about Mö bius periodicity, we introduce some notation. We let A, K, and C be as above, let f A A½T p be squarefree in K½T with positive degree, and let Z ¼ Spec À A½T=ð f Þ Á be the associated zero scheme in C Â A 1 k . We assume that the projection Z ! C has finite fibers, which is a geometric analogue of the classical condition that a polynomial in Z½T has no prime dividing all of its coe‰cients. Under these assumptions the projection Z ! A 1 k turns out to be generically étale, and we let B L Z be its finite branch scheme. Finally, we let I ¼ I f L A be the nonzero radical ideal whose zero locus is the image of B in C. Here K x is the completion of K at x and the ''su‰cient largeness'' of degðaÞ and degða 0 Þ only depends on the genus of K=k and the total degree deg u; T f (but not on k).
If À1 is a square in k Â or if deg T f is even then the condition degðaÞ 1 degða 0 Þ mod 4 in (1.4) may be relaxed to congruence modulo 2 without a¤ecting the largeness condition on degðaÞ and degða 0 Þ.
The special case of Theorem 1.3 in genus 0 (that is, A ¼ k½u) is a more precise version of Theorem 1.1 in the sense that it gives geometric meaning to M f ; k in Theorem 1.1 with k ¼ k (and it refines the periodicity criterion if À1 is a square in k Â or deg T f is even). It is this more precise version that is proved in [2] , Thm. 4.8, and used in the proof of Theorem 1.3. In [3] we give two applications of Theorem 1.3 (and its proof): (i) the definition of a correction factor in a higher-genus primality-counting conjecture for values of f on A (a prime value of f on A is a value that generates a prime ideal), and (ii) asymptotic and nontriviality properties of this correction factor as f and the finite constant field vary. It is these applications that are the reason for interest in Theorem 1.3. Our treatment of characteristic 2 in [3] builds on the techniques used here in odd characteristic and also requires some input from rigid and formal geometry. Remark 1.4. Although Theorem 1.3 imposes a primitivity requirement on f A A½T (via the assumption that Z ! C has finite fibers), no primitivity condition is used in the genus-0 case given in [2] , Thm. 4.8. In fact, the inductive method of proof used in [2] is illsuited to a primitivity hypothesis. We impose a primitivity restriction for our work in higher genus due to crucial intermediate results such as Theorem 2.5, Lemma 5.1, and Theorem 5.2 below. Our intended arithmetic applications satisfy the primitivity hypothesis anyway, and it is straightforward to check that to prove [2] , Thm. 4.8, it is su‰cient to treat just the primitive case. Now we turn to an overview of the basic strategy underlying our proof of Theorem 1.3 over a finite field k ¼ k. We have to construct some finite projections p : C ! A 1 k such that (among other things) the associated ''norm polynomials'' N p ð f Þ A k½u½T p are squarefree in kðuÞ½T and primitive with respect to k½u. Periodicity results in higher genus shall thereby be inferred by applying our genus-zero results in [2] to N p ð f Þ and to several other auxiliary norm polynomials over k½u. Due to the way we use [2] here, the methods in the present paper are not su‰cient to reprove the main results in [2] .
An important di¤erence between the case of genus zero and the case of higher genus is illustrated by our work with discriminants. In [2] , for p 3 2 we used an idea of Swan to express mðhÞ (for nonzero h A k½u) in terms of the discriminant of h: mðhÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ deg h wðdisc k hÞ, where w is the quadratic character on k Â (see Theorem 3.1 below as well). Resultants have more convenient algebraic properties than discriminants, so it is useful to express disc k h in terms of the resultant R k½u ðh; h 0 Þ of h and h 0 , where disc k h denotes the discriminant of the k-algebra k½u=ðhÞ with respect to the ordered basis f1; u; . . . ; u deg hÀ1 g. (This agrees with the usual definition of the discriminant of a polynomial when the leading coe‰cient is 1, but not necessarily otherwise.) Taking care to account for the possibility deg h The higher-genus analogue of (1.6) computes disc k À A=ðaÞ Á for a A A À f0g via a formula in Theorem 4.1. This analogous formula works over an arbitrary field in the role of k (as does (1.6)), but it is not as explicit as (1.6): it depends on the choice of a k-basis e ¼ fe i g of A with Àord x ðe i Þ strictly increasing in i (see §3) and the choice of a nonzero vector field D on C in place of the constant vector field q u in (1.6). The factor ðÀ1Þ dðdÀ1Þ=2 in (1.6) is replaced with a constant b D; d; e A k Â , where d ¼ Àord x ðaÞ. This constant is not a¤ected by replacing k with any extension field, and it seems hopeless in general to determine how b D; d; e depends on d. Since the mod-4 (as opposed to mod-2) periodicity properties in d for the Mö bius function in the case of genus 0 (proved in [2] ) are largely due to the fact that ðÀ1Þ dðdÀ1Þ=2 in (1.6) depends on d mod 4, our lack of understanding of b D; d; e in the general case presents an obstacle that we did not encounter in the earlier work in genus 0. It is essentially for this reason that we are forced to use indirect ''reduction to genus 0'' arguments in our study of Mö bius periodicity in higher-genus cases.
The key to our Mö bius periodicity results is a new identity for discriminants (whose proof does not use reduction to genus 0): Remark 1.6. In [3] , §2, we propose a correction factor in the standard conjecture for primality statistics of values of f on A. The local geometric interpretation of the exponents lðO B; x Þ in Theorem 1.5 is the key to proving asymptotic and nontriviality properties of this correction factor as f varies in suitable families. This suggests that the standard conjecture for primality statistics of values of f on A is false for ''many'' f A A½T p .
Some important technical issues have been deliberately omitted in the statement of Theorem 1.5, such as how to define the discriminant in (1.7) as an element of k 0 so that, as in the classical k½u-case, there is no unit-square ambiguity. This matter is addressed by Lemma 3.3 and the subsequent discussion there by using a k-basis e ¼ fe 1 ; e 2 ; . . .g of A with Àord x ðe i Þ strictly increasing in i; the unit w d in (1.7) depends on e. The significance of Theorem 1.5 is that the norm factors have nothing to do with d and are determined by a modulo the ideal I as in Theorem 1.3. For finite k and odd p, discriminants are connected to Mö bius values through their quadratic characters (see Theorem 3.1). By Theorem 1.5, upon specifying the congruence class of a modulo I the remaining variation in the quadratic character of the discriminant of A= À f ðaÞ Á as d and a A V We now give a brief outline of the paper. In §2 we study the ideal I in Theorem 1.3. In §3, we use the results in §2 to define the unit w d in Theorem 1.5 and to formulate a variant on Theorem 1.5 (see Theorem 3.6) that describes how the unit w d varies with d when p 3 2. In §4 we use deformation theory and the product formula for G m -valued local symbols to prove Theorem 1.5 (it follows from (4.10) and Theorem 4.5). Some ''good'' projections p : C ! A 1 are constructed in §5, and these are used along with Theorem 1.5 to prove Theorem 3.6 in §6; this proof rests on analogous results proved in the case of genus 0 (by entirely di¤erent methods) in [2] . At the end of §6 we bring together these results and methods to prove Theorem 1.3.
Notation and terminology. For two nonzero polynomials f ðTÞ and gðTÞ in A½T, where A is a commutative ring, their resultant is denoted R A ð f ; gÞ A A. Usually A ¼ A (the higher-genus ring under study). We write the degree of f ðTÞ as either deg f or deg T f . The context should remove any confusion due to the other meaning of deg as in (1.3) . We refer to Definition 1.2 for our ''total degree'' notation deg u; T . The radical of an ideal J is denoted RadðJÞ. We write k for a general (perfect) field and k for a finite field. If V is a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k then PðV Þ :¼ Proj À SymðV 4 Þ Á is the projective space over k that classifies families of hyperplanes in V .
Branch points and squarefreeness
It will be technically useful both here and in geometric arguments in later sections to work with a ground field that is perfect and not necessarily finite, so we let k denote a perfect field of positive characteristic p (even allowing p ¼ 2). We let C be a smooth and geometrically connected a‰ne curve over k. Its coordinate ring is denoted A, so C F Spec A and the function field K ¼ kðCÞ is the fraction field of A. In contrast with §1, we do not require C to have only one geometric point at infinity.
We now carry out a preliminary study of properties of the ideal I that was introduced in Theorem 1.3. The importance of this ideal is that it controls squarefreeness properties: for f A A½T as in Theorem 1.3 and a A A, the property of the ideal À f ðaÞ Á in A being squarefree only depends on a mod I . (This is made precise in Theorem 2.5.) As a consequence, the condition m À f ðaÞ Á 3 0 is governed by the congruence class of a mod I . This is crucial in our later study of periodicity properties for m À f ðaÞ Á as a varies in A. Definition 2.1. A nonzero f A A½T is primitive over C (or with respect to A) if, for all closed points c A C, the specialization f c A kðcÞ½T of f A A½T is nonzero.
Pick a nonzero f A A½T with deg T f > 0. Let
be the zero-scheme of f . The polynomial f is squarefree in K½T and primitive with respect to A if and only if Z f is reduced and the projection pr 1 : Z f ! C is quasi-finite. Throughout this section we assume that the polynomial f in A½T is squarefree in K½T and primitive with respect to A, and that deg T f > 0.
Since k is perfect, the (possibly reducible) curve Z ¼ Z f is generically smooth over k. By consideration of each of the irreducible components of the reduced Z, we see that Z is flat over C.
We now assume f A A½T p . This is equivalent to the geometric condition that the flat first projection pr 1 : Z ! C is non-étale at all generic points of Z (i.e., pr 1 is nowhere étale). If ff i g is the set of monic irreducible factors of f in K½T then the f i 's correspond bijectively to the irreducible components of Z, and f i A K½T p for all i. Since deg T f i f p > 1 for all i, f ðaÞ A A is nonzero for all a A A. Also, no f i lies in k½T because otherwise we would have f i A k½T p and so by perfectness of k this f i would be a pth power, contrary to f being squarefree in K½T. Thus, the projection pr 2 : Z ! A Proof. We can assume k is algebraically closed, and it su‰ces to prove that for every z A ZðkÞ the finite flat induced map O Z; z on complete local rings has étale generic fiber. By linear translation in T we can assume pr 2 ðzÞ ¼ 0. Letting u be a local parameter on C at pr 1 ðzÞ, the map induced by pr 2 on complete local rings is a finite flat map k7T8 ! k7u; T8=ðjÞ where j A k7u; T p 8. Moreover, the nonzero j is squarefree in k7u; T8 because k7u; T8=ðjÞ ¼ O 5 Z; z is reduced (as Z is reduced and excellent). Using Weierstrass preparation, we may suppose (by passage to a unit multiple) that j is a monic Weierstrass polynomial in k7T8½u that is squarefree in k7u; T8 and lies in k7u; T p 8. Thus, the monic irreducible factorization of j in kððTÞÞ½u consists of Weierstrass polynomials in k7T p 8½u, so if the generic fiber kððTÞÞ½u=ðjÞ of the finite flat k7T8-algebra k7u; T8=ðjÞ ¼ k7T8½u=ðjÞ has non-étale generic fiber then in k7u; T8 the element j is divisible by an element of k7T p 8½u X kððTÞÞ½u p ¼ k7u p ; T p 8 that is a non-unit in k7u; T8. Such elements are pth powers of non-units in k7u; T8, contradicting the condition that ðjÞ is a nonzero radical ideal in this ring. , and we call this k-finite scheme the branch scheme B for pr 2 . We shall study the properties of the following ideal: Definition 2.3. The ideal I ¼ I f is the nonzero radical ideal in A whose zero locus in C ¼ Spec A is the image of B under the projection pr 1 : Proof. The nonzero ideal À f ðaÞ Á is squarefree if and only if the finite k-algebra A= À f ðaÞ Á is reduced. Since k is perfect, this property is equivalent to A= À f ðaÞ Á being étale over k, so we conclude that f ðaÞ is squarefree in A if and only if it is squarefree in k 0 n k A, where k 0 =k is any extension field. Thus, we may assume k is algebraically closed.
We wish to study the property that ord c À f ðaÞ Á f 2 for some closed point c A C. Let D be a k-derivation of A that is nonzero in the cotangent space at c, so for any a A A we have In particular, it is necessary that z :¼ À c; aðcÞ
Assuming z A Z, we claim that (2.3) says exactly that pr 2 : Z ! A 1 k is not étale at z (i.e., À c; aðcÞ Á A B). Fix a local parameter u at c. On complete local rings, pr 2 induces a map 
Our first task is to rewrite this formula in a manner that is well-suited to variation in a. In particular, although the discriminant of A= À f ðaÞ Á is just a coset in k Â =ðk Â Þ 2 , we need to promote it to an algebraic function of a.
It is now convenient to assume that k is merely a perfect field with arbitrary positive characteristic p. Let C be the unique k-smooth proper curve containing C as a dense open subset, and let g be the genus of C. We now assume that C À C consists of a single k-rational point x. Letting leadð f Þ A A À f0g denote the leading coe‰cient of f , the product formula on C gives the vector-space dimension formula
provided that a has a pole of su‰ciently high order at x (depending on deg T f and the x-orders of the coe‰cients of f A A½T, so only depending on deg u; T f ). Explicitly, if
note that for some i < m we have a i 3 0 because f A A½T p with f squarefree in K½T and deg T f > 0. Clearly nð f Þ is una¤ected by extension of the constant field k.
Consider nonzero elements a and a 0 in A such that ord x ðaÞ 1 ord x ða 0 Þ mod 2 and both a and a 0 lie in a common congruence class of A=I whose representatives yield squarefree specialization for f . Clearly (3.1) and (3.2) reduce Theorem 1.3 to the problem of determining whether or not the ratio of the nonzero discriminants of the finite étale algebras A= À f ðaÞ Á and A= À f ða 0 Þ Á is a square in the constant field when p > 2, k is finite, and both Àord x ðaÞ and Àord x ða 0 Þ are greater than nð f Þ. We now begin a study of such discriminants over any perfect ground field k with any positive characteristic, with f satisfying the hypotheses in Theorem 2.5; we will not use oddness of the characteristic until the middle of §6 (where we prove Theorem 3.6), and some of what is done before this point will be used in the characteristic-2 setting in [3] .
For d A Z, define V d ¼ Lðd Á xÞ to be the vector space of regular functions on C with at worst a pole of order d at x. We shall write
to denote the a‰ne space over Spec k defined by
Provided that d > nð f Þ (see (3. 3)), it follows from (3.2) that for a A A with a pole of order d at x,
Hence, for d > nð f Þ the evaluation of f A A½T at varying a A A defines a map of sets
To make the algebraic nature of this map precise, it will be convenient to relativize it as follows. For any k-scheme S, we write C S , x S , and C S to denote the base-changes of C, x, and C to S, so C S is the open complement of x S ðSÞ in C S . For any d f 0, k-flatness of S yields the equality
and the set V Our goal is to study
so the first problem we need to address is how to systematically compute such discriminants without unit-square ambiguity.
Choose a basis fe 1 ; . . . ; e g g of V 2gÀ1 whose elements have increasing pole-order at x, and for d f 2g choose a representative e dÀgþ1 A V d for a basis of the 1-dimensional quo- 
e r e g. We want c m ¼ 0 for all m. The ideal ðaÞ has kbasis given by the ae i 's. Since Àord x ðae i Þ ¼ d À ord x ðe i Þ is strictly increasing in i, for a klinear combination P b j ae i j with pairwise distinct i j 's and all b j in k Â we have P b j ae i j A V d if and only if all ae i j 's lie in V d . We are interested in the case d ¼ d þ 2g À 1, and clearly the only ae i 's lying in V dþ2gÀ1 are the ae r 's with Àord x ðe r Þ e 2g À 1, which is to say that such an ae i is one of the elements ae 1 ; . . . ; ae g . For 1 e r e g, clearly ae r A V 
runs over the set of pole-orders of the ae r 's at x for 1 e r e g, any two terms in (3.8) with a nonzero coe‰cient have distinct pole orders at x. Thus, the vanishing of (3.8) forces all coe‰cients in (3.8) to vanish. r
Here is the analogue of Lemma 3.2 over k-schemes. Lemma 3.3. For d f 2g, any k-scheme S, and any a A V 0 d ðSÞ, the zero-scheme Z a of a on C S has structure map pr : Z a ! S that is finite and locally free of rank d, and pr Ã O Z a is a finite free O S -module with basis represented by (3.7).
Proof. Since Z a is the zero-scheme of a fiberwise nonvanishing section a of a line bundle O C S ðd Á x S Þ on a proper smooth S-curve C S whose geometric fibers are connected, the proper map Z a ! S must be quasi-finite and hence finite. Thus, the formation of pr Ã O Z a commutes with base change on S. Lemma 3.2 implies that the fiber of Z a over each s A S has rank d and that (3.7) projects to a set of global sections of O Z a ¼ O C S =ðaÞ that, as a set of sections of the O S -module pr Ã O Z a , induces a kðsÞ-basis on the s-fiber for all s A S. Hence, it remains to show that the finite and finitely presented S-scheme Z a is flat (then pr Ã O Z a will be a locally free O S -module, necessarily of rank d with (3.7) necessarily providing a global basis). This S-flatness problem is intrinsic to the section
ðSÞ is a generating section of Oðd Á x S Þ near x S ðSÞ). We may reduce to the case of noetherian S. By the local flatness criterion, the S-flatness of O Z a ¼ O C S =ðaÞ follows from the S-flatness of C S and the fact that the induced section a s of each fiber-sheaf O C s is a regular section (i.e., nowhere a zero divisor). r For d f 2g and a k-scheme S, pick a section a A V 0 d ðSÞ. By Lemma 3.3, the S-finite zero-scheme Z a in C S has structure sheaf O Z a ¼ O C S =ðaÞ that we view as a finite free O Smodule of rank d (we suppress the pushforward notation relative to the finite structure map Z a ! S). We wish to compute disc S ðO Z a Þ as a global section of O S by using a basis that is independent of a. More specifically, we define this discriminant to be a determinant relative to the ordered O S -basis (3.7) of O Z a provided by Lemma 3.3. Let us write disc S; e ðO Z a Þ for this well-defined section of O S .
Since we are using a choice of basis that is independent of a and is compatible with base change on S, the construction a 7 ! disc S; e ðO Z a Þ ð3:9Þ
for d f 2g. We will be interested in the composite disc e; rðdÞ f :
For d f 2g, the specification of the basis e 1 ; . . . ; e dþ1Àg for V d gives an identification
where fc j g jedþ1Àg is the dual basis to fe j g jedþ1Àg , so we have a coordinatization
for the complement of the hyperplane V dÀ1 ¼ fc dþ1Àg ¼ 0g. In terms of such coordinates, we can concretely summarize the construction (3.10) as follows: for each extension field k 0 =k and The following definition uses the finite branch scheme provided by Theorem 2.5.
We view P x; d as an element of the coordinate ring of V d , a polynomial ring over k. If k 0 =k is an extension over which x splits into physical points fx
, and so we have a compatible factorization
This simple behavior of P x; d 's with respect to extension of k will be implicitly used without comment when we enlarge the ground field in later arguments. The coordinate ring of V d is a unique factorization domain. How does P x; d factor in this ring? Proof. The finite separable extension kðxÞ=k is a quotient of kðu x Þ n k kðt x Þ, and hence is generated over k by kðu x Þ and kðt x Þ. Consider the polynomial function of degree 1
It is obvious that l x is nonconstant for positive d f 2g, since by Riemann-Roch we can find elements a 1 ; a 2 A kðxÞ n k V d with a 1 ðu x Þ ¼ 0 and a 2 ðu x Þ 3 0 for such d. Hence, P x; d is nonconstant for such d.
To prove the irreducibility of P x; d over k it is equivalent to prove that for a Galois extension k 0 =k into which kðxÞ=k embeds, distinct k-embeddings s; s 0 : kðxÞ x k 0 carry l x to polynomials on kðxÞ n k V d of degree 1 that are not scalar multiples of each other. Pick k 0 and choose k-embeddings s; s 0 : kðxÞ
. . . ; e dþ1Àg ðu x Þg generates the k-algebra quotient kðu x Þ of A. Hence, we get that sj kðu x Þ ¼ s 0 j kðu x Þ , so s and s 0 coincide because kðxÞ is generated over k by kðu x Þ and kðt x Þ. This proves the irreducibility of P x; d over k. 
. For our purposes, the importance of the irreducible zero-loci fP
identifies the union of these irreducible hypersurfaces with the locus of points a
The unit group of the coordinate ring OðV
(using the normalized order-function at the generic point h dÀ1 of V dÀ1 in V d ).
Using the UFD property of OðV . Here we have fixed e ¼ fe i g to define the discriminant function on the left side of (3.14), and c dþ1Àg is the dual functional to e dþ1Àg with respect to the resulting basis fe 1 ; . . . ; e dþ1Àg g of V d . We emphasize that (3.14) is an equality of algebraic functions on V Since OðV 0 d Þ is a UFD, the exponents e x; d; e in (3.14) are independent of the coordinatization e because they are the exponents for an irreducible factorization of a nonzero element of OðV 0 d Þ that is intrinsic up to unit-square factor in OðV 0 d Þ and the P x; d 's are independent of coordinates. Thus, we shall now write e x; d rather than e x; d; e .
Changing the basis e changes the left side of (3.14) by a unit square on V 0 d , so e d; e mod 2 is independent of e. However, e d; e A Z is not independent of e, due to the description (3.13) of OðV 
Â Þ 2 does depend on e in general, so we must keep track of e when using (3.14), but if e d; e mod 2 vanishes (a condition that is independent of e) then b d; e modðk Â Þ 2 is independent of e.
For ease of notation we shall now write b d and e d instead of b d; e and e d; e ; however, we must not forget the dependence on e. Note that the parity of the di¤erences e d À e d 0 is independent of e since the parities of e d and e d 0 are independent of e (even though e d ; e d 0 A Z depend on e). The parity of such di¤erences will be our main focus of study in the proof of Theorem 1. It is di‰cult to analyze e d mod 2 directly in the higher-genus case, and the structure of the constant b d seems to be beyond the reach of geometric methods (e.g., for genus zero we can say little about b d; e except when e ¼ fu iÀ1 g if1 is the monomial basis with respect to some global coordinate u on the a‰ne line). We saw in [2] that for finite k the source of mod-4 periodicity properties for average values of a 7 ! m À f ðaÞ Á in the genus-zero case is entirely due to the dependence of b d modðk Â Þ 2 on d mod 4 and the dependence of e d mod 2 on d mod 2 for large d, and our understanding of such dependence is restricted to the case e ¼ fu iÀ1 g for which there are formulas for e d; e A Z and b d; e A k Â (see [2] , Thm. 4.1). Thus, the proof of Theorem 1.3 will require more work beyond the identification of the exponents e x; d in (3.14) as branch-scheme multiplicities in Theorem 1.5.
By (3.14), to prove Theorem 1. Remark 3.7. The proof of Theorem 1.3 only requires Theorem 3.6 in the case of finite fields, and we do not know any application of Theorem 3.6 for infinite perfect fields.
Hence, we will only prove Theorem 3.6 for finite base fields and we leave it as an exercise for the interested reader to work out the reduction of the general case to the case of finite fields by using EGA-style direct limit methods. The two interesting points in the reduction step are: (i) the setup over k is not finitely presented over F p , due to the choice of the infinitely many e i 's, and (ii) to prove that the ratio b d =b d 0 is a square when e d and e d 0 are even, one needs to show that if a unit u on a normal scheme X of finite type over F p is an nth power in the residue field at each closed point of X then u is an nth power on X when p F n.
To handle (ii) one uses the Lang-Weil estimate. For (i) the key observation is that for each irreducible factor P 0 x; dþ1 of disc e; rðdþ1Þ f on V 0 dþ1 , the irreducible zero-locus of P 0 x; dþ1 on V 0 dþ1 has Zariski closure in V dþ1 that is the zero locus of P x; dþ1 , and for d f 2g this closure meets the hyperplane V d in the zero locus of
, and this mechanism for relating irreducible factorizations in coordinate rings of disjoint varieties V
The assertion in Theorem 3.6 is independent of the choice of e because e d mod 2 is independent of e, as is b d modðk Â Þ 2 when e d is even. This is important because the strategy for proving Theorem 3.6 is to make choices of e adapted to some well-chosen projections p : C ! P 1 k that will enable us to pull up results from the genus-0 case that we settled in [2] , Thm. 4.1. The proof of Theorem 3.6 (for finite k) is given in §6, building on preliminary work in §5 where we construct the necessary projections. In contrast with our proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 3.6 in §6, our proof of Theorem 1.5 in the next section does not use reduction to the case of genus 0.
Factoring discriminants and norms
The main results we establish in this section are a factorization for a kind of generalized discriminant (Theorem 4.4) and a refinement that determines the exponents in this factorization (Theorem 4.5). The second of these two results yields Theorem 1.5 as a special case (as we explain below (4.10)). We emphasize at the outset that it is essential that we prove Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 without restriction on the characteristic because these results shall be applied over 2-adic fields in [3] .
The starting point for our proof of Theorem 1.5 is a generalization of the classical identity for a nonzero polynomial h A k½u of degree d f 1 over any field k, with the discriminant computed relative to the ordered k-basis f1; u; . . . ; u dÀ1 g of k½u=ðhÞ and r running through the set of roots of h in a splitting field.
To set up the geometric generalization of (4.1) for higher genus, given in Theorem 4.1, we now let k be an arbitrary field (possibly of characteristic 0, such as a 2-adic field) and as usual we fix a smooth proper geometrically connected curve C of genus g over k and
we let x A CðkÞ be a rational point. We let A denote the coordinate ring of the a‰ne complement C ¼ C À fxg, and as in §3 we define V d and V
in terms of C and x. Fix a nonzero vector field on C, and identify it with a nonzero k-linear derivation D : A ! A. Let ZðDÞ L C be the k-finite zero-scheme of this vector field.
For d f 2g, we functorially define algebraic functions
on points valued in k-algebras k 0 as follows: 
Upon choosing a k-basis e of A adapted to the V d 's as in §3, we define the algebraic function disc e; d on V Proof. An equivalent formulation of (4.3) is the statement that the nonzero rational function
Since k is algebraically closed in the function field of V 0 d , it su‰ces to prove the theorem after base-change to an algebraic closure of k. Thus, we now suppose that k is algebraically closed.
The k-rational zeros of the left side of (4.3) consist of those a A A with ord x ðaÞ ¼ Àd such that A=ðaÞ is non-reduced or a vanishes at a zero of D. This is exactly the condition that Da and a have a common zero on C, which says precisely that the image of Da in the finite k-algebra A=ðaÞ has vanishing norm. Hence, the zero loci of the nonzero functions N ZðDÞ=k Á disc e; d and N D; d on V 0 d are the same. Granting for a moment that these functions have the same multiplicities at the generic points of their common zero locus, the structure (3.13) of units on the regular variety V Proof. Pick a A V 0 d vanishing at some z 0 A ZðDÞ and not vanishing at any other z's in ZðDÞ (we do not need to assume ord z 0 ðaÞ ¼ 1, though this could be assumed by choosing a generically). We will prove the lemma by computing the ideal generated by N ZðDÞ=k; d in the regular complete local ring at a on V 0 d .
Consider a finite local k-algebra R andã a A V 0 d ðRÞ lifting a. We need to make explicit the condition that N ZðDÞ=k; d ðã aÞ A R vanishes. This is the norm of the elementã a in the finite flat R-algebra R n k O À ZðDÞ Á . This R-algebra has R n k O À ZðDÞ Á z as its local factor at each z A ZðDÞ, and the componentã a z ofã a in the z-factor is a unit when z 3 z 0 since the reduction aðzÞ ofã a z is a unit. Hence the vanishing of N ZðDÞ=k ðã aÞ A R is equivalent to the vanishing of the norm ofã
with b 0 ¼ã aðz 0 Þ A m R . The matrix for multiplication byã a z 0 relative to the R-basis f1; t; . . . ; t eÀ1 g is lower-triangular with all diagonal entries equal to b 0 , so the determinant of this matrix is b e 0 ¼ã aðz 0 Þ e .
It follows that N ZðDÞ=k; d is a unit multiple of the ord z 0 ðDÞth power of ''evaluation at z 0 '' (viewed as an element in V This algebra is uniquely a product of local rings lifting the decomposition of A=ðaÞ into a product of local rings. Since a has an étale divisor of zeros, A=ðaÞ is a product of copies of k with one such factor corresponding to the zero z 0 of a. Since D is nonvanishing at the other zeros of a and hence is dual to a local generator of W F R. Hence, we must check that this image is a unit multiple ofã aðz 0 Þ. Using the isomorphismÂ A z 0 F k7u8 we want to show that in the quotient R7u8=ðã a z 0 Þ F R, with R7u8 identified as the complete local ring on C n k R along the section z 0 , the residue class of u is a unit multiple ofã aðz 0 Þ. Since a has a simple zero at z 0 , the u-adic expansion ofã a z 0 in R7u8 has constant term a aðz 0 Þ A m R and has linear-coe‰cient equal to a unit. Thus,ã aðz 0 Þ 1 u Á ðunitÞ modã a z 0 , as desired. r 
and since d f 2g þ 2 the projective tangent line T x ðCÞ to C in P at any x A CðkÞ meets C to order exactly 2 at x and to order 1 at all other intersection points. Pick a closed point a 1 in the smooth locus of Y red such that a 1 does not lie on any irreducible component of fdisc e; d ¼ 0g except for Y . The point a 1 corresponds to a hyperplane H 1 in P whose degree-d intersection with C is supported in C and is non-reduced at a unique point x A CðkÞ. The argument immediately preceding Lemma 4.3 shows that for a generic choice of a 1 we have x B ZðDÞ, and in fact H 1 X C L C À ZðDÞ. Fix such an a 1 , so ord x ða 1 Þ f 2.
Pick a hyperplane H 2 in P so that H 2 X C is supported in C À ZðDÞ and is étale ex-
For generic H in the pencil, the only irreducible component of fdisc e; d ¼ 0g containing a H is Y because the point a 1 A Y is not in other irreducible components and Y is G mstable, and moreover div 0 ða H Þ ¼ H X C is disjoint from ZðDÞ since H 1 X C L C À ZðDÞ. Also, for generic H the intersection H X C is non-étale only at x, with order of contact exactly 2: this is immediate by generization from the fact that H 2 enjoys this property. Hence, by picking generic H in the pencil we find a closed point a A Y such that (i) a lies on no other irreducible components of the zero-scheme of disc e; d , and (ii) div 0 ðaÞ is disjoint from ZðDÞ and is étale away from a single double zero at some point x A CðkÞ. We will now prove that disc Since the k-finite Spec À A=ðaÞ Á in C is étale at all points away from x and has a zero at x of order exactly 2, the R-algebra ðR n k AÞ=ðã aÞ decomposes into a product of copies of R and a single rank-2 local factor ring À ðR n k AÞ=ðã aÞ Á x ¼ ðR n k AÞ x =ðã aÞ that deforms the local ring ðA=aÞ x at x on the zero-scheme of a on C ¼ Spec A. Moreover, Dã a has unit image in the rank-1 local factors of ðR n k AÞ=ðã aÞ because (i) these factors correspond to the (simple) zeros of a away from x, and (ii) Da is necessarily nonzero at simple zeros of a since the vector field D on C is nonvanishing at all points of the k-scheme Spec À A=ðaÞ Á L C. Thus, disc e; d ðã aÞ A R is a unit multiple of the discriminant of the rank-2 finite flat R-algebra ðR n k AÞ x =ðã aÞ. A similar argument using the definition of N D; d in (4.2) (with k 0 ¼ R) shows that the norm N D; d ðã aÞ A R is a unit multiple of the norm of the image of Dã a in the rank-2 algebra ðR n k AÞ x =ðã aÞ.
In the completion
k is étale generically on Z h . In characteristic 0, these conditions say that h is both primitive with respect to A (see Definition 2.1) and squarefree in K½T with no irreducible factor in k½T. In particular, h has a nonzero lower-degree coe‰cient, so it makes sense to define nðhÞ as in (3.3). Recall also from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.6 that in characteristic p > 0 our assumptions on h hold if h is primitive and either hðT p Þ is squarefree in K½T or h A K½T p with h squarefree in K½T.
Let B L Z h be the k-finite branch scheme for the map Z h ! A Proof. Due to the simple behavior of P x; d under change in the perfect ground field (as we recorded above Lemma 3.5), we may assume k is algebraically closed. If B is nonempty, then for each We shall verify each of these in turn.
Step 1. To compare zero loci, note that R d ðh; DhÞðaÞ ¼ 0 if and only if some c A CðkÞ at which hðaÞ vanishes is also a zero of ðDhÞðaÞ, or equivalently aðcÞ is a simultaneous zero of the specializations h c and ðDhÞ c in k½T. This says that the point À c; aðcÞ Step 2. Consider the elements N ZðDÞ=k; rðdÞ h and R d ðh; DhÞ in the complete local ring of V 0 d at a closed point a of fN ZðDÞ=k; rðdÞ h ¼ 0g, assuming this zero locus is not empty. For generic such a, À u x ; aðu x Þ Á B Z h for all x ¼ ðu x ; t x Þ A B and the function hðaÞ A A ¼ k½C vanishes at exactly one point z 0 A ZðDÞ (i.e., À z; aðzÞ Á lies in Z h for exactly one z A ZðDÞ) because d f 2g þ 1. We claim that in the complete local ring on V Step 3. Before passing to consideration of multiplicities of P for generic choices of a closed point a in fP x; d ¼ 0g, we note that since d f 2g and d > 0 there is no possibility of repetition among irreducible factors when we consider how di¤erent factors on the right side of (4.5) may contribute to the zero-scheme of R d ðh; DhÞ. Indeed, for rational points a A V 0 d with P x; d ðaÞ ¼ 0 for some x A B and a near the generic point of the irreducible hypersurface fP x; d ¼ 0g, the zero locus of hðaÞ on C is disjoint from ZðDÞ (see the argument at the beginning of the present proof) and moreover P x 0 ; d ðaÞ 3 0 for x 0 3 x. We choose x A B and such an a that is su‰ciently generic on the irreducible and reduced zero scheme fP 
this is a generalization of (4.4), and in the case A ¼ k½u with monic h 1 and h 2 it agrees (up to universal sign conventions) with the function that sends a to the resultant of the ordered pair À h 1 ðaÞ; h 2 ðaÞ Á (hence the notation). The same method as at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.4 shows that for d > max À nðh 1 Þ; 2g Á we have Our proof is modelled on the simpler case A ¼ k½u that is treated in [2] , Thm. 4.5.
Proof. Since k is perfect, we may and do take k to be algebraically closed.
Step 
Let us first treat the cases when deg
in (4.12) only depends on h 1 and not on a. Likewise, when the final factor in (4.12) is considered as a rational function of a A V 0 d it is clearly a unit near the generic point of H x . Hence, it is su‰cient to study the order along H x of the algebraic function a 7 ! hðaÞðdiv C a 0 Þ on V 0 d with h A A½T any nonzero element satisfying h u x ðt x Þ ¼ 0 and h u 0 3 0 for all u 0 A div C ða 0 Þ; we wish to prove that this order along H x is ord u x ða 0 Þ ord t x ðh u x Þ.
The only remaining role of a 0 A A À f0g is through its divisor, the principality of which is now irrelevant, and the problem is visibly additive in this divisor. Since a 7 ! hðaÞðu 0 Þ ¼ h u 0 À aðu 0 Þ Á is a unit near the generic point of H x for u 0 A CðkÞ À fu x g, it clearly su‰ces to treat the case of the divisor fu x g: we claim that the algebraic function
Replacing a with a À t x and h with hðT þ t x Þ reduces us to the case t x ¼ 0, so for any nonzero h 0 A k½T (such as h u x ) we want the algebraic function a 7 ! h 0 À aðu x Þ Á on V d to vanish to order ord 0 ðh 0 Þ along the hyperplane killed by evaluation at u x . This claim is multiplicative in h 0 , so by factoring h 0 it is enough to treat to the cases h 0 ¼ c A k Â and h 0 ¼ T À c 0 (with c 0 A k). These cases are all trivial.
as required.
Step 2. Now we may suppose deg T h 1 ; deg T h 2 > 0. The key is to prove e x; d f i x ðZ h 1 ; Z h 2 Þ for all x A Z h 1 X Z h 2 and su‰ciently large d as in the statement of the theorem. We shall prove this in Steps 3 and 4 by a deformation technique that generalizes the method used to handle the case of genus 0 in [2] , §4, and the conditions deg T h j > 0 will not be used until near the end of Step 4. Granting these lower bounds on the e x; d 's for now, let us show that they must be equalities.
It is enough to verify equality upon adding up all of these inequalities. That is, we wish to prove P 
for all large d, with largeness that is determined in the desired manner in terms of the deg u; T h j 's and the genus. In fact, the largeness will only depend on deg T h 1 and the x-orders of the coe‰cients of h 1 .
It shall be convenient first to give a direct proof that for d > deg u; T h 1 the zeroscheme
is finite flat over the T-line A Let g j ðTÞ ¼ h j ða d þ TÞ A A½T, so there is an evident equality of sets
Since a d as a function on C vanishes at u x to order exceeding i x ðZ h 1 ; Z h 2 Þ, formally at x A Z g 1 X Z g 2 each Z g j is described as a deformation of Z h j at x that is the identity up to order i x ðZ h 1 ; Z h 2 Þ. Hence, as we argued at the end of the proof of [2] , Thm. 4.5, such deformation does not change the local intersection number. This gives lðZ h 1 X Z h 2 Þ ¼ lðZ g 1 X Z g 2 Þ, so our problem is a special case of the following general situation. Consider any nonzero g 1 ; g 2 A A½T such that the constant term (in A) of g 1 is nonzero with larger pole-order at x than the pole-orders at x for the positive-degree nonzero coe‰cients of g 1 . We also assume that Z g 1 X Z g 2 is finite. These hypotheses su‰ce to make Z g 1 finite and flat over the T-line, so N Z g 1 =A 1 ðg 2 Þ makes sense as an element of k½T, and these hypotheses also ensure that this norm is non-zero. Our claim is that this nonzero norm in k½T has T-degree lðZ g 1 X Z g 2 Þ. This norm is the k½T-determinant of multiplication by g 2 on the finite flat k½T-algebra A½T=ðg 1 Þ, so by [7] , Lemma A.2.6, the degree of this norm (or equivalently, the length of its zero-scheme in A 1 k ) is equal to the Herbrand quotient for multiplication by g 2 on A½T=ðg 1 Þ. This latter multiplication map has cokernel with length lðZ g 1 X Z g 2 Þ, so we just need the kernel to be 0, which is to say that g 2 j Z g 1 is not a zero divisor. Since SpecðA½TÞ ¼ C Â A 1 is a regular surface, this property of g 2 j Z g 1 follows from the fact that it is a generic unit on the e¤ective Cartier divisor Z g 1 in C Â A 1 .
Step 3. We now return to the task of proving e x; d f i x ðZ h 1 ; Z h 2 Þ for all x A Z h 1 X Z h 2 . Consider anyh h j A k7t8 n k A½T that lifts h j and has T-degree deg T h j such that the nonzero lead T ðh h j Þ A k7t8 n k A has leading coe‰cient in k7t8 Â for its Laurent expansion along x; that is, its pole-order at x on C kððtÞÞ is the same as the pole-order at x A C for its nonzero reduction lead T ðh j Þ A A. We also assume that the total degree deg u; Th h j over kððtÞÞ is equal to deg u; T h j . Such deformationsh h j with additional convenient properties will be constructed in Step 4. Note that each zero-scheme Zh h j is k7t8-flat, and so is equal to the closure in ðC Â A 1 Þ k7t8 of its kððtÞÞ-fiber.
We may use suchh h j 's to deform R d ðh 1 ; h 2 Þ to an algebraic function ðV
over k7t8 defined functorially by
for all k7t8-algebras R and a A V 0 d ðRÞ. To make sense of this definition we have to show that ðR n k AÞ= Àh h 1 ðaÞ Á is a finite locally free R-module for all such R and a if d is su‰-ciently large (e.g., as large as in the statement of the theorem that we are presently trying to prove). This property follows from Lemma 3.3, as we now explain. By hypothesis,h h 1 has the same T-degree over the generic and closed points of Spec k7t8 and its leading coefficient as an element of k7t8 n k A has the same pole order at x considered as a rational point on both the generic and closed fibers of C k7t8 ! Spec k7t8. Thus, provided that d is large enough (as is determined by the pole-orders along x for the coe‰cients of h h 1 A À kððtÞÞ n k A Á ½T and h 1 A A½T), the pole-order at x on each fiber over Spec R is the number We wish to exploit information on the kððtÞÞ-fiber, so let us next check that the k7t8-scheme Zh h 1 X Zh h 2 is quasi-finite; that is, we have to show that the generic fibers ðZh h j Þ kððtÞÞ have no common irreducible component in ðC Â A 1 Þ kððtÞÞ . If such a component Z exists, consider the closure of Z in ðC Â P 1 Þ k7t8 . This closure has irreducible closed image in C k7t8 that meets the generic fiber, so this image is either all of C k7t8 or is the closure of a closed point of C kððtÞÞ . We shall deduce a contradiction in either case. First assume that the closure of Z surjects onto C k7t8 . This closure is contained in the closure of each Zh h j in ðC Â P 1 Þ k7t8 , so the closures of the Zh h j 's in ðC Â P 1 Þ k7t8 have overlap that surjects onto C k7t8 . Hence, the reductions of these closures modulo t have overlap in C Â P 1 that surjects onto C. But the reductions Z h j are closed in C Â A 1 with finite overlap, so the closure Y j of each Zh h j in ðC Â P 1 Þ k7t8 must have reduction modulo t that contains C Â fyg as an irreducible component. Since Y j is defined by the homogenization ofh h j in A½T 0 ; T 1 (with T ¼ T 0 =T 1 ), its reduction modulo t contains C Â fyg ¼ fT 0 ¼ 0g if and only if lead T ðh h j Þ A k7t8 n k A is divisible by t. Such divisibility for either j contradicts our initial hypotheses on the Laurent expansions of eachh h j along x.
Next, consider the possibility that the closure of Z in ðC Â P 1 Þ k7t8 has image in C k7t8 equal to the closure c L C k7t8 of a closed point c h A C kððtÞÞ . Such a closed point clearly must lie in C kððtÞÞ , and its reduction into C is some k-point c 0 . If c 0 A CðkÞ (that is, c 0 3 x) then the closure of Z in ðC Â A 1 Þ k7t8 has reduction containing the line fc 0 g Â A k , yet by hypothesis Z h 1 X Z h 2 is finite. This is a contradiction, so c 0 ¼ x. The same argument implies that the closure of each Zh h j in ðC Â A 1 Þ k7t8 has reduction containing fxg Â A 1 k , so we need to rule out this possibility. In fact, for both j's this gives a contradiction, as follows. Working with j ¼ 1, say, we may writeh
and if y is a local parameter along x on C then the completion of the regular surface Specðk7t8 n k AÞ at the k-point x is identified with k7t; y8. By faithful flatness of completion, it follows that the image of a d in the Dedekind domain k7t; y8½1=y has a prime factor and so is not a unit. But the initial hypothesis on the Laurent expansion of a d ¼ lead T ðh h 1 Þ is that its k7t8-coe‰cient in minimal y-degree is a unit, and this forces a d to have unit image in k7t; y8½1=y. Hence, we again get a contradiction, and this completes the proof that Zh h 1 X Zh h 2 is quasi-finite over Specðk7t8Þ.
Step 4. The sequence fh h 1 ;h h 2 g in k7t8 n k A½T has reduction fh 1 ; h 2 g in A½T that is regular, so by the local flatness criterion the overlap Zh h 1 X Zh h 2 is k7t8-flat at all points of its closed fiber. Hence, this overlap is k7t8-flat. We may apply the structure theorem [9] , IV 4 , 18.5.11 to this quasi-finite separated and flat k7t8-scheme, so its ''finite part'' has connected components that are finite flat over k7t8. The component that lifts
Let L be an algebraic closure of kððtÞÞ, and let O be the integral closure of k7t8 in L. Since the component of the finite part of Zh h 1 X Zh h 2 lifting x has rank i x ðZ h 1 ; Z h 2 Þ, it has at most i x ðZ h 1 ; Z h 2 Þ distinct L-points, with equality if and only if the generic fiber of this component is kððtÞÞ-étale. Hence, if we can choose the deformationsh h j so that Zh h 1 X Zh h 2 has étale kððtÞÞ-fiber then we will be done.
As a first step, we show how to pick the deformationh h j so that each Zh h j has smooth kððtÞÞ-fiber. Upon choosing such anh h j for j ¼ 2 we shall then refine the construction ofh h 1 to force the overlap Zh h 1 X Zh h 2 to be kððtÞÞ-étale. Fix j and consider the finite-dimensional subspace of A½T spanned by the following elements: the monomials that occur in h j , a basis of the k-vector space L À ð2g þ 1Þx Á that generates the k-algebra A, and the element T. This defines an isomorphism of C Â A 1 onto a smooth closed surface S in some a‰ne space A N j such that Z h j is one of the hyperplane sections of S. Also, since d j ¼ deg T h j is positive, a generic hyperplane section is defined by an element of A½T with T-degree d j and with T i -coe‰cient having the same pole-order at x as does the T i -coe‰cient of h j for 0 < i e d j . By Bertini's theorem, there is a Zariski-dense open locus W j of a‰ne hyperplanes in A N j whose intersection with S is smooth. For a generically chosen member h j; 0 A W j , all but finitely members of the pencilh h j ¼ h j þ th j; 0 in the parameter t have smooth zero-locus on C Â A 1 . This pencil considered over k7t8 satisfies the T-degree and x-order requirements, and its kððtÞÞ-fiber obviously has smooth zero locus on ðC Â A 1 Þ kððtÞÞ . Fixing such a choice of h 2; 0 and henceh h 2 , we can argue exactly as in the proof of the case of genus zero [2] , Thm. 4.5, to find a suitable h 1; 0 so that Zh h 1 X Zh h 2 has étale kððtÞÞ-fiber. r
As an application of Theorem 4.5, consider f as in Theorem 3.6 (so k is perfect with characteristic p > 2). Write f ¼ hðT 0 has an étale point, so the length of the Artin local ring at some point of B is a power of p (and in particular is odd ) for suitably ''generic'' f . Since the lengths of B at its points arise as exponents in Theorem 4.5, oddness of such a length for ''generic'' f has interesting consequences in the context of asymptotic and nontriviality questions concerning a proposed correction factor in the standard (false) conjecture predicting primality statistics for f ðaÞ in A as degðaÞ ! y; see [3] , Thms. 3.6, 3.8.
Good projections
We return to the notation as in §3: k is a perfect field with arbitrary positive characteristic p. This section develops the formalism for finding ''good projections'' p : C ! P 1 that are totally ramified at y with x as the unique point over y. Such projections realize A as a finite extension of k½u, and such p will enable us to later deduce results for f by applying the theory for genus 0 in [2] to the norm N p ð f Þ A k½u; T p . The main task we therefore wish to address now is arranging for such norms to be squarefree in kðuÞ½T p and primitive with respect to k½u; it is hopeless to expect such norms to be irreducible over kðuÞ. The squarefreeness property over kðuÞ is subtle because kðuÞ is not a perfect field. as well as the Hom-functor that it represents. Since there will be other degree-parameters of interest that we prefer to denote as d, we will write r in the role of d above, and so we will write H r rather than H d .
Let
For any k-scheme S, the polynomial f A A½T induces a polynomial f S A GðC Â S; OÞ½T via pullback along pr 1 : C Â S ! C, so for p A H r ðSÞ we may define the norm polynomial
Þ½T by using the finite locally free map
Clearly F S has exact T-degree equal to r deg T f in the sense that F has its coe‰cient in T-degree r deg T f that is fiberwise nonzero over S and F S has vanishing coe‰cients in all higher T-degrees. We also have F S ðhÞ ¼ N p À f S ðhÞ Á for all global functions h on A 1 S , and the formation of F S is compatible with base-change on S. To keep the notation uncluttered we shall often write F rather than F S and (inside of the N p 's) f rather than f S ; the context should make this abuse of notation tolerable.
Lemma 5.1. For all s A S, the s-specialization F s A kðsÞ½u; T of F has no irreducible factor in kðsÞ½u and no irreducible factor in kðsÞ½T.
Proof. It su‰ces to treat the case S ¼ Spec k 0 with k 0 algebraically closed. If F has an irreducible factor in k 0 ½T then by specializing T to a root t 0 A k 0 of this factor we would get that the element f ðt 0 Þ in the domain k 0 n k A has norm 0 in the subring k 0 ½u over which k 0 n k A is finite flat, so f ðt 0 Þ A k 0 n k A vanishes. This contradicts the fact that the projection from Z f L C Â A 1 to A 1 is quasi-finite. Likewise, if F has an irreducible factor in k 0 ½u then by specializing u to a root u 0 A k 0 of this factor we would get that f A A½T specializes to an element in the finite flat k 0 ½T-algebra
with norm 0 in k 0 ½T, so f has nilpotent specialization in some O p À1 ðu 0 Þ; c ½T. That is, f specializes to 0 in k 0 ðcÞ½T for some c A p À1 ðu 0 Þ, contradicting the primitivity hypothesis on f (i.e., that the projection from Z f L C Â A 1 to C is quasi-finite). r
The absence of fiberwise-factors purely in u or in T is crucial in the proof of:
Þ½T has squarefree specialization in kðsÞ½u; T is Zariski-open in S. In the special case S ¼ H 0 r with p corresponding to its universal point, this locus is nonempty when r f 2g þ 1.
The squarefreeness property in this theorem is algebraic and not geometric because reduced plane curves over kðsÞ need not be generically smooth (as kðsÞ may not be perfect).
Proof.
0 even though f ðTÞ is squarefree in K½T.
Step 1. We first prove the Zariski-openness claim in the theorem. Let 
be the restriction of p over U, we may therefore define N p ð f i Þ :¼ N p ð f i j p À1 ðUÞ Þ over U. Clearly Step 2. To prove the nonemptiness assertion for a given r, we may assume k is algebraically closed and we shall reduce the problem to finding certain configurations of r points on C. Since all f i in A½1=a 0 ½T have unit leading coe‰cient and each is separable in K½T, the ideal radð Q f i Þ in K½T has a generator h A A½1=a 0 ½T that has leading coe‰-cient in A½1=a 0 Â and is unique up to A½1=a 0 Â -multiple. Fix such an h; note that f i j h in A½1=a 0 ½T for all i. The element h A A½1=a 0 ½T is not divisible by any nonconstant element of k½T since the same is true for f (the absence of such factors in k½T for f says exactly that f A K½T has no roots algebraic over k, which holds by Lemma 2.2, and this is a property inherited by the f i 's and hence h). It su‰ces to find p A H . . . ; x r as above (if any such data exist!). This is precisely the nonemptiness conclusion that we are trying to deduce, so it suffices to find such p and x 1 ; . . . ; x r for suitably large r.
Step 3. We reduce the problem of finding such p and x 1 ; . . . ; x r to a geometric property of an incidence relation on hyperplane sections for the projective embedding of C defined by the complete linear system jr Á xj. With slightly more technique, the proof below shows that the preimage of W in S r is dense open. In positive characteristic it is not known in general if S r is geometrically irreducible. If this were known then Theorem 5.3 could be proved quickly by a symmetrygroup argument. (In characteristic 0, geometric irreducibility follows from a famous topological monodromy argument of J. Harris. The only obstacle to making Harris' argument work in positive characteristic, with étale fundamental groups replacing topological ones, is the problem of finding a hyperplane section that is tangent at one point and transverse at r À 2 other points when r > 1.)
Proof. The case r ¼ 1 is trivial, so we may assume r f 2. We can also assume that k is algebraically closed. Within the dual projective space P Ã of hyperplanes in P, let U be the locus of H's such that H X X is étale. This is a dense open subset of P Ã , by properness and Bertini's theorem. If S 0 r L S r is the preimage of U under the projection S r ! P Ã then S 0 r ! U is a finite étale torsor for the symmetric group on r letters. We shall show that for any k-rational point x A X and any irreducible closed curve Z L X Â X that maps finitely onto each factor, the locus of points ðx 1 ; . . . ; x r ; HÞ A S 2 . This is a map between smooth k-schemes of respective dimensions n and 2. Moreover, for any point ðx 1 ; x 2 ; HÞ A S 0 2 , the fiber p À1 2 ðx 1 ; x 2 Þ is isomorphic to the scheme of hyperplanes passing through x 1 and x 2 and having transverse intersection with X . The transversality condition is open, and the existence of ðx 1 ; x 2 ; HÞ makes this open set nonempty (hence dense) in the ðn À 2Þ-dimensional projective space of hyperplanes passing through the distinct points x 1 and x 2 . Hence, p 2 has each of its nonempty fibers with the ''expected'' (pure) dimension n À 2. It follows by a standard flatness result [11] , 23.1, that p 2 must be flat, and in fact even smooth since it has smooth fibers. This shows that p 2 is an open map, so since its open image inside of the irreducible X 2 is connected and its fibers are connected, it follows that S 0 2 is connected (and hence geometrically connected, since k is algebraically closed). r
Pulling up from the a‰ne line
Now we turn to a proof of Theorem 3.6 over a finite field k ¼ k (see Remark 3.7). For later purposes in [3] we initially avoid any assumption on the parity of the characteristic. After we prove Theorem 3.6, we will deduce Theorem 1.3.
We are going to have to replace k with a well-chosen finite extension later on in this section. To ensure a plentiful supply of such extensions, we record the trivial Fix a choice of k-basis e ¼ fe i g for A as in §3. To prove Theorem 3.6 for f over A we shall study the Mö bius function on k½u applied to values of the norm N p ð f Þ A k½u½T p constructed by using k-maps p : C ! P 1 that are totally ramified over y with p À1 ðyÞ ¼ fxg. Recall that for any r f 1, H r denotes the Hom-functor classifying degree-r finite locally free S-maps p : C S ! P Fix an odd r f 2g þ 1. Let a 1 ; . . . ; a r A A be nonzero elements relatively prime to f ð0Þ 3 0 such that the integers d j ¼ Àord x ða j Þ form a set of representatives of Z=rZ with each d j divisible by 4 (resp. divisible by 2 if À1 is a square in k or if deg T f is even); by Riemann-Roch, such a j 's may be found with d j bounded in terms of r and g. We scale each a j by k Â so that c d j þ1Àg ða j Þ ¼ 1 for all j, where fc i g is the set of k-linear functionals on A dual to the basis e. The polynomials f ða i TÞ satisfy the same initial hypotheses as f in Theorem 3.6; the primitivity of the f ða i TÞ's with respect to A follows from the hypothesis that a i is relatively prime to f ð0Þ for all i. We shall write f i ðTÞ to denote f ða i TÞ; there is no risk of confusion with the rather di¤erent polynomials denoted f i in the proof of Theorem 5.2, as these latter polynomials (that did not even have to have coe‰cients in A in general) will not arise in the remainder of this paper.
Applying Lemma 6.1 to nonempty opens in the geometrically irreducible H 0 r , by Theorem 5.2 applied separately to f 1 ; . . . ; f r we can pick a finite extension k 0 of k such that:
The degree ½k 0 : k is relatively prime to any chosen nonzero integer; for example, we may take k 0 to be linearly disjoint from the kðxÞ's over k for all x A B as in Definition 3.4, so all such x's remain physical points over k 0 , and we may also take such k 0 to be of odd degree over k.
There exists a generically étale degree-r map p : C k 0 ! P 1 k 0 such that p À1 ðyÞ ¼ fxg and each
is squarefree in k 0 ½u½T.
Also, the maximum u-degree among the coe‰cients of powers of T that appear in F i can be bounded in terms of r, deg T f , the d j 's, and the x-orders of the coe‰cients of f A A½T.
The ability to make the construction of p's over two linearly disjoint extensions k 0 1 and k 0 2 of k will be important later when we want to bring results down to our original k. Since any nonempty open in H 0 r is a nonempty open in an a‰ne space, and hence has a rational point over any infinite field, we see that p can trivially be found without increasing the perfect constant field if this constant field is infinite. Thus, for the reader who is interested in Theorem 1.3 for a general perfect ground field that is not assumed to be finite, the importance of working over a finite base field is not yet apparent. For convenience of exposition we shall now rename k 0 as k; in view of the conditions that we imposed on ½k 0 : k this renaming is harmless for the purpose of proving Theorem 3.6, but it is an issue we will have to address when proving Theorem 1.3.
We now fix a p as above that realizes A as a degree-r finite flat extension of k½u. The strategy of our proof of Theorem 3.6 is to relate evaluation of the norm F i at a degree-d polynomial g A k½u and evaluation of f at the element a i p Ã ðgÞ A A whose pole-order at x is d i þ rd. As we let i vary from 1 to r and let d vary through su‰ciently large integers, the pole-orders d i þ rd vary through all large integers. Provided that the k-basis e of A is chosen to contain the p-pullback of the k-basis fu jÀ1 g jf1 of k½u, we will be able to use the settled case of genus 0 in [2] , Thm. 4.8 (applied to the F i 's) to establish Theorem 3.6 for f . We remind the reader that the assertion in Theorem 3.6 is independent of the choice of e.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We only treat the interesting case of a finite base field, so we may suppose we are in the setup over a finite field k as at the end of the preceding considerations. For large d and any Since F i A k½u; T p is squarefree in k½u; T and has no irreducible factor in k½u or in k½T, as long as d is su‰ciently large we know by Theorem 2.5 (applied now to the F i 's and the a‰ne line) that in the k-scheme Now we require the characteristic to be odd and use that k is finite: applying Theorem 3.1 to the equality m
Observe that the powers of À1 in (6.2) cancel out. Due to how we chose the Àord x ða j Þ's, the theory for the a‰ne line ( [2] , Thm. 4.8) tells us that after replacing the above nonzero ideal J i with a suitable nonzero multiple we may ensure that for any finite extension k 0 of k and any polynomial g A k 0 ½u with su‰ciently large degree d (where the largeness now only depends on r, g, deg T f , and the x-orders of the coe‰cients of f ), the quadratic character of 
is a square ink k for all g A W d; i ðk kÞ.
Thus, when (6.4) is viewed as an element in k½g 0 ; . . . ; g d it has square-value ink k at eachk
ask k varies over all finite extensions of k. As ½k k : k ! y, the ratio jA (resp. either modulo 2r or modulo 2r 0 when À1 is a square in k or when deg T f is even), the di¤erence e d À e d 0 is even and when e d and e d 0 are even then the ratio b d =b d 0 is a square in k Â . By the Chinese remainder theorem we therefore get the same conclusion for large d and d 0 that are congruent mod 4 (resp. mod 2 when À1 is a square in k or deg T f is even), and the largeness only depends on g and deg u; T f . Since the definition and parity of e d are una¤ected by extension of the base field, if À1 is not a square in k then to prove the refinement that e d À e d 0 is even for large d and d 0 with the same parity (with largeness depending only on g and deg u; T f ) we may work over the base field kð ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p Þ. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.6. r By refining the above projection methods, we get the following further consequence that will be used to prove some results in [3] concerning nontriviality of the correction factor in higher-genus conjectures on statistics for prime specialization of f : Theorem 6.3. Assume p 3 2 and let f A A½T p be as in Theorem 1.3. Let e d ¼ e d; e be as in the discussion preceding Theorem 3.6. Assume that N ¼ deg T f is odd, and that the highest-degree coe‰cient of f not in A p either occurs in some odd T-degree N 0 < N or occurs in degree N but has divisor on C that is not divisible by p. Under these hypotheses there are arbitrarily large d such that the parity e d mod 2 is even.
The hypothesis on the divisor of the leading coe‰cient of f (in case N 0 ¼ N) is related to the possibility of nontrivial k-rational p-torsion in the Jacobian of C. (In particular, no such hypothesis is necessary if this p-torsion group scheme is infinitesimal.) For the intended applications in [3] this hypothesis will present no di‰culties, so we have not tried to eliminate it here.
Proof. In the case of genus 0 (with A ¼ k½u), the degree hypotheses say that f and q u f have odd T-degree. Moreover, [2] , Thm. 4.1 (with f 1 ¼ f , f 2 ¼ q u f , and e ¼ fu iÀ1 g if1 ) gives the explicit formula e d ¼ m 1 d þ m 0 for large d with some m 0 A Z and m 1 ¼ ðdeg T f Þðdeg T q u f Þ. Thus m 1 is odd, so the case of genus 0 is settled. We will deduce the general case from the case of genus 0. Now consider the case of arbitrary genus g f 0. We are only interested in the case of finite k, so we only give the proof in this case. (To reduce the general case to the finite case requires the arguments that we omitted for reducing the proof of Theorem 3.6 to the case of finite k.) Using notation as in the proof of Theorem 3.6 and the discussion preceding it, fix an odd integer r f 2g þ 1 and nonzero elements a 1 ; . . . ; a r A A relatively prime to f ð0Þ such that the pole-orders It remains to show that for an arbitrarily large r we can find p and i 0 (and a i 0 for a suitable d i 0 1 i 0 mod r with 4 j d i 0 ) so that F i 0 defined as above has derivative q u F i 0 with odd T-degree. Any choice of i 0 will su‰ce for our purposes, so we just fix one such choice (and we will have to take d i 0 large in a way to be explained shortly). Let N ¼ deg T f and let N 0 be the maximal T-degree among monomials in f whose coe‰cient in A is not a pth power, so 0 e N 0 e N with both N and N 0 odd, and by hypothesis if N 0 ¼ N then the leading coe‰cient of f A A½T has divisor on C that is not a multiple of p. Let a A A À f0g be the leading coe‰cient of f (in T-degree N) and let a 0 A A À A p be the coe‰cient of f in T-degree N 0 . For any choice of p we let D p denote the unique k-linear derivation of K extending q u on kðuÞ. Provided we choose p appropriately (with large degree r), after possibly passing to a finite extension on k, we want that for some i and d i and a suitable choice of a i A A the polynomial Hence, we are reduced to the following problem for a smooth pointed proper connected curve ðC; xÞ over an algebraically closed field k: if h is a rational 1-form on C with a pole away from x, r is su‰ciently large, and f A Lðr Á xÞ is chosen generically (so it has an étale divisor of zeros) then P
fðcÞ¼0
Res c ðh=fÞ 3 0. By taking r large enough (depending on ord x ðhÞ) the 1-form h=f has no pole at x for generic f and so the sum in question is the same as the sum of the residues of h=f at all points in the divisor of f. Choosing f generically also ensures that the divisor of f is disjoint from the polar locus P of h away from x, so for such f we have P
Res c ðh=fÞ ¼ À P c A P Res c ðh=fÞ. It is therefore equivalent to prove that for generic f A LðrxÞ the residues of h=f at the poles of h away from x do not add up to zero. But this polar locus P is a finite non-empty set that is independent of f, and if r is large enough (depending on the genus and the size of P) then by Riemann-Roch we can freely control low-degree parts of the Laurent expansion of generic f A LðrxÞ at each of the points of P, so for generic such f the residues of h=f at these points do not add up to zero. r
We now prepare for the proof of Theorem 1.3; we shall use some constructions and notation from the above proof of Theorem 3.6. In the proof of Theorem 3.6 for a finite k, the construction of the degree-r map p required replacing k with a finite extension k 0 , where k 0 can be chosen such that ½k 0 : k is relatively prime to any desired positive integer: indeed, Hence, under the coordinatization fc j g dual to the k 0 -basis e that is adapted to p, the intrinsic property of a=a 0 being a square in K x is equivalent to the ratio c dþ1Àg ðaÞ=c d 0 þ1Àg ða 0 Þ being a square in k 0Â . A similar conclusion holds for the coordinatization fc 0 j g dual to the k 0 -basis e 0 that is adapted to the projection p 0 .
Let w 0 be the quadratic character on k 0Â (and define w 0 ð0Þ ¼ 0). Using Theorem 3.6 and the property that b d =b d 0 ¼ b d; e =b d 0 ; e is a square in k 0 , the equations (3.14) in degrees d and d 0 relative to the e-coordinatization of k 0 n k A 0 yield
when three conditions hold: a; a 0 A A 0 are congruent modulo I , a=a 0 is a local square at x, and ord x ðaÞ and ord x ða 0 Þ are large (with largeness that is determined by r, g, and deg u; T f ) and congruent modulo 4r (resp. modulo 2r when À1 is a square in k 0 or deg T f is even). The same conclusion holds with r 0 replacing r (using the version of (3.14) for the e 0 -coordinatization). Taking ½k 0 : k to be odd without loss of generality, w 0 j k Â ¼ w. Thus, when a and a 0 in A satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1.3 and also satisfy the stronger requirement that ord x ðaÞ and ord x ða 0 Þ are congruent either modulo 4r or modulo 4r 0 (resp. either modulo 2r or modulo 2r 0 when À1 is a square in k or deg T f is even) then (6.5) implies that the k-discriminants of A= À f 
